One central goal of genome biology is to understand how the usage of the genome differs between 12 organisms. Our knowledge of genome composition, needed for downstream inferences, is critically 13 dependent on gene annotations, yet problems associated with gene annotation and assembly errors are 14 usually ignored in comparative genomics. Here we analyze the genomes of 68 species across all animal 15 groups and some single-cell eukaryotes for general trends in genome usage and composition, taking into 16 account problems of gene annotation. We show that, regardless of genome size, the ratio of introns to 17 intergenic sequence is comparable across essentially all animals, with nearly all deviations dominated by 18 increased intergenic sequence. Genomes of model organisms have ratios much closer to 1:1, suggesting that 19 the majority of published genomes of non-model organisms are underannotated and consequently omit 20 substantial numbers of genes, with likely negative impact on evolutionary interpretations. Finally, our 21 results also indicate that most animals transcribe half or more of their genomes arguing against differences 22 in genome usage between animal groups, and also suggesting that the transcribed portion is more 23 dependent on genome size than previously thought. 24 Author's Summary 25 Within our anthropocentric genomic framework, many analyses try to define humans, mammals, or 26 vertebrates relative to the so-called "lower" animals. This implicitly posits that vertebrates are complex 27 organisms with large genomes and invertebrates are simple organisms with small genomes. This has the 28 problem that genome size is therefore presumed to correlate with complexity and ignores any unknown 29 complexity of vast numbers of invertebrate groups, many with large genomes. Animals vary widely in 30 genome size, by almost three orders of magnitude, but when sequencing new animal genomes preference is 31 given to those with smaller genomes for reasons of cost. In trying to understand how genomes are used in 32 general, there is an added layer of complication from quality of the assembly and annotation. We have 33 examined genome usage across a wide range of animals and have described ways to account for errors of 34 low-quality annotations. We also show that the genomes of invertebrates and vertebrates are not so 35 different, and that when large-genome invertebrates are considered, the fraction of the genome that is 36 genes appears to be strongly predictable by genome size. 37 1 Understanding why genomes vary greatly in size and how organisms make different use their genomes have 39 been central questions in biology for decades [1] . For many bacteria, the majority of the genome is composed 40 of relatively short genes, averaging around 1000bp, and coding for proteins. Indeed, the largest bacterial 41 genome (a myxobacterium) that has been sequenced is only 14 megabases, containing an estimated 11,500 42 genes [2]. However, in eukaryotic organisms genomes can be over a thousand-fold larger than bacterial 43 genomes, due to an increase in the number of genes (tens of thousands compared to a few thousand in most 44 bacteria), expansion of the genes themselves due to the addition of introns, and expansion of the sequence 45 between genes.
Introduction
Due to unexpectedly high or low gene content, six genomes were selected for reannotation. For the lamprey P. marinus, we were unable to find any annotation as GFF or GTF, so we generated 213 one using TopHat2 v2.0.13 [ 
Intergenic Gap
If there is antisense transcription, bases that are antisense to another gene's introns are infact exons themselves, as they are transcribed and not removed by splicing.
Unlike real introns, these bases cannot change without changing the exon on the other strand and are constrained. The base pair must be defined as exon, rather than intron.
The sum of the regions therefore contains more exon than case A above.
For average exon length, there would be 6 exons in this example.
In an arbitrary hypothetical case where two genes on opposite strands are interleaved, that is, exons of one are in the introns of the other one. Almost all base pairs on this scaffold are therefore exons.
For average length, 10 exons are counted.
Analysis strategy

Gene 1
Gene 2 A w/ antisense ncRNA this "intron" is actually "exon" Genic 2) Introns are the difference of genic and exon 3) Intergenic is then defined as any base pairs that are not genic (gaps can be in introns)
If individual exons (or potentially whole genes) were missing, then the measured total exons and introns would be smaller than the real values, and the ratio of intron:intergenic would decrease.
If neighboring genes were erroneously declared to be contiguous, the exonic fraction is mostly unchanged but the intron:intergenic ratio would increase. directly affected by assembly problems as well. Of the two main sources of problems, repeats [82] and het-282 erozygosity [26, 42, 63, 83], repeats often result in breaks in the assembly that could split genes (Fig 2A) .
283
Genes that are split at contig boundaries are likely to have exons missing (or on other scaffolds) and thus 284 the sequence that should be defined as introns would be instead defined as intergenic ( Fig 2B) . 
Scaffold1
Sum of regions on scaffold Unique Figure 2 : Schematic of the effects of scaffolding and repeats on genic fraction analyses (A) For a hypothetical scaffold in a genome assembly, two identical repeats are found within introns. The gene is correctly predicted to span the two repeats and the regions are define below as in Fig 1. (B) For the case without scaffolding, or where the assembler breaks the assembly at repeats (or other high coverage regions), three contigs are generated. Note that the numbers are arbitrary, and in a real assembly they are unlikely to be in order. When annotated, all of the exons are correctly found, but the connections between them are missing for the single exon on Contig 2, resulting in a loss of intronic sequence. The final measured amount of exons is comparable, but the intron:intergenic ratio would decrease.
For normal diploid genomes (wild strains, not inbred lab strains), heterozygosity is not uniform across 287 the genome. Some regions are identical between the two haplotypes (hence are homozygous alleles or loci), 288 while others may vary by SNPs, short indels, or copy numbers of repeats, exons, or even genes. For sequences 289 that are identical between both haplotypes, the contigs are generally kept as is, while a more complex deci-290 sion must be made for the heterozygous loci. During normal genome assembly, the assembler evaluates the 291 coverage at each "bubble" (where the de Brujin graph has two paths out of a node, and both paths merge 292 again at the next node) and ultimately has to retain one of the paths at the exclusion of the other ( Fig 3A) 
293
(also see schematics in [83] and [84] ). This merging is the essential process that creates the reference genome, 294 even though that reference is an arbitrary merge of the two haplotypes. Therefore, it must be kept in mind 295 8 that predicted genes or proteins in reference genomes may not be identical to either haplotype.
297
Regions with relatively high heterozygosity may fail to be merged in this way, leaving contigs of both 298 haplotypes in the assembly ( Fig 3C) . During subsequent scaffolding steps, contigs of separate haplotypes 299 can be fused head-to-tail if mate pairs are bridging the unique regions. Because this head-to-tail joining is 300 an artifact, no reads should map at the junction point, resulting in a region of zero coverage at the junction 301 and flanked by regions where coverage is half of the expected value ( Fig 3D) . One additional feature may 302 reveal this artifact: exons in the unmerged sections may be individually annotated but mapped ESTs or 303 de novo assembled transcripts may show a staggered exon pattern ( Fig 3E) because transcripts can only 304 map to one of the two possible exons (2a or 2b, 3a or 3b). This may increase the ratio of intron:intergenic 305 sequence ( Fig 3F) , but also falsely indicate that splice variation is more prevalent for this gene. as well as the total bases of genes (Fig 4) . The only exception was B. floridae, where the original anno-316 tation had predicted 90% of the genome as genes, while the reannotation had annotated only 44.8% as genes. We then compared the ratio of intron:intergenic sequence across seven of the reannotated species ( Fig 5) .
319
Across these species, reannotation significantly shifted the ratio of intron:intergenic sequence, approaching a 320 1:1 ratio (difference from 1:1 ratio, paired two-end t-test, p-value: 0.014). For M. brevicollis, the genome is 321 11 very small and the majority is exons, so the reannotation was likely to change gene boundaries (separating 322 run-on genes) rather than defining many new genes; our reannotation contains 10,864 genes compared to 323 the 9,196 genes in Monbr1 "best models". p-value: 10 −8 ). Because the total amount of exons in the largest genomes can be several times greater than 329 the total size of the smallest genomes used in the study, a correlation is likely to be observed. Thus, the 330 total amount of exons is necessarily affected by total genome size, even if this is not strongly correlated. The total amount of exons is not strongly correlated with total genome size (as seen in Fig 6) . However, there 346 is a hyperbolic correlation of the relative fraction of exons (megabases of exons divided by total megabases) 347 compared to total genome size (Fig 8) . The smallest genomes are dominated by exons, while the largest 
Ratio of introns to intergenic 355
Because both intronic and intergenic fractions displayed a linear correlation to total genome size ( Fig 6) , 356 we next examined the connection between the two fractions. While many species have a ratio of in- Figure 11 : Genic fraction compared to total genome size Relative fraction of the genome that is defined as genes compared as a function of total size. A number of correlative models (hyperbolic in purple, exponential in blue, linear in orange) were tested and coefficients are displayed. Linear correlation is expected to be zero if genic and intergenic fractions "expand" indifferently after a certain size, which appears to be around 500Mb. Linear correlation including only genomes larger than 500Mb is also displayed as the green line. Seven model organisms (as in Fig 8) are indicated by three-letter codes and yellow stars. The hyperbolic correlation model for the seven model organisms is shown in red. The formulae for the fitted models are displayed in red and purple, for model organisms and all organisms, respectively.
